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About This Game

The human powers-that-be called for the purification of mankind and the eradication of vampires and ‘deviants bloodlines’ -
those born of a mix of human and vampire. And so began massive purges of the deviants that were reminiscent of the 'witch

hunts' of centuries earlier. Leading the genocide was the exorcist corps the 'Gun Bullet Children'.

As the overwhelmingly large human armies began to obliterate every vampire and deviant community across the world, the
opposing deviant armies sought to gather allies and rally back. Ria File is a half-human, half-vampire girl fighting on the side of
the deviants as they embark upon a turnaround strategy, the 'Siege on the Holy Land'. Their plan: to lay siege upon the humans’

'Holy Land' and to destroy the Holy Lady Anhel who was the source of the human military power. This is a battle in which
defeat is an option for neither army.

Featuring an addictive dual-polarity gameplay system, this amazing vertical shmup is sure to please any shooter fan. The polarity
and color of your character can be changed to absorb enemy bullets of the same polarity while charging the special weapon in

the process and doing double damage to enemies of the opposite polarity. Every bullet absorbed charges your special weapon for
total destruction. With awesome music, beautiful art, and challenging stages, this game that put the eXceed series on the map

and has everything you would want from a shmup.

Key Features:

Dual-polarity gameplay system

8 frenetic stages
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Dynamic difficult balancing, depending on the player’s skill

Chain bonus scoring system

Cutscene-driven story-telling
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Honestly, I really want to like this game. But I can't.

What I don't like about this game in particular is some of the mechanics.

I don't like that you can't even slow/focus. This may not be a problem for people who aren't familiar with danmaku
games/just starting out, but it just bothers me, due to the fact that I've been playing Touhou for a year now; I'm just not
used to not being able to slow/focus.

I don't like how you have to collect bullets that match your polarity (aka your color). It makes me feel like it doesnt
really hold the regular tradition of being a danmaku game, because you can just use the same polarity bullets to make
many escapes that would naturally be a (maybe fun) challenge to dodge.

No control configuration. The game kinda leaves you on your own to figure it out, and doesn't even have anywhere to tell
you what the controls are.

Other than that, the game is great. The soundtrack is really nice, the art is cute and it's own unique style to it. I really like the
story too, and the characters. The only thing that was making me iffy was the game mechanics.. Probably the Best Touhou
alternative on Steam.
Highly recommended if you like bullethell games.. Brilliant. I've played Touhou and a ton of shmups, but I haven't tried Ikaruga.
This game uses its idea and throws danmaku in the midst of it for your trouble.
eXceeds the first installment and is A LOT more visually appealing, there's a new difficulty setting which I much enjoy playing
unlike the hard difficulty of the first game, which just seemed dull.. This turned out to be my kind of game after all. The first
game gun bullet children didnt work on my pc, i htink because it wasnt suppoorted but i still dont think i missed much. Though,
this game was pretty fun. Compared to other BH games, i found this one to be very smooth, i just enjoyed myself. I beat it on
easy and ill probably go back and try medium. I wouldnt have minded it having a deeper story, but whaterver.All in all, theres no
reason to dislike this game unless you suck at it. :P. I can not stress HOW MUCH I LOVE the soundtracks in this game. It's like
an adventure, from a bright, then slowly goes to much darker mood, but still has that funky, classic, and melancholic feels with a
mix of various musical instruments that add alot to the "after-taste", making the soundtracks memorable. And then ends with
stunning, bright, epic tones.
Listen to them here, buy them and support the artists that deserve it.
http://tennen-sozai.bandcamp.com/album/exceed-2nd-vampire-rex-original-soundtrack

- Excellent music, intense gameplay, and a bit intriguing story makes this game a must in my library.
Generally a massive improvement in quality over eXceed - Gun Bullet Children.

Absolutely recommended.

Be warned though: if you play it for the story, it'll take a lot of effort to reach the end.. Kind of like Ikaruga, but definitely not
as good. Decent though, probably better off playing Ikaruga.. Kind of like Ikaruga, but definitely not as good. Decent though,
probably better off playing Ikaruga.. Not bad core play still needs allot of polish on the interface. ALOT of polish... so much
polish that I'd recomend finding a flash bullet hell game till they work the polish out so it windows correctly and such. This
game exceeds being good by being♥♥♥♥♥♥
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Badass Music/Voice acting plus a dual polarity system that make this the best of the eXceed series a must buy if you like this
genre. This bullet dodge game is better than the 1st eXceed game. its got a new ability that allows you to be immune to 1 of 2
types of bullets and forces you to quickly use that. it has a larger area that you have to protect from bullets.
I think this one is also better that the 3rd eXceed game, cuz the third has too easy a way of collecting power ups.(not to mention
how distracting the power ups are for the third game) best bullet dodge game ive seen so far.. I got this game as i was thinking
about touhou and listening to touhou music this game does not dissapoint. It's like Ikaruga with little girls. Not bad. This is the
first time i've played a game in this genre since the 90s. Very fun and challenging game. I do have a few gripes with it though.
You cannot use a keyboard and mouse. It does not have a higher resolution than 1200x900 which i've never even heard of. It
does have a smooth framerate though which is to be expected at such low resolutions.

All in all $5 is fairly decent for this trilogy and will give you a couple hours of fun and a good challenge!.. This is Straight up a
gay♥♥♥♥♥2Hou ♥♥♥♥ing Megucas flying and ♥♥♥♥ing projectiles, you're all ♥♥♥♥ing mongrells. My gate of babylon
will tear a new ♥♥♥♥ing throat in your cancerous♥♥♥♥♥♥sama. YES I AM FOR REAL, MY GATE IS LARGER THAN
YOURS KING OF GARBAGE, ♥♥♥♥ING FAKER-KUN.. I don't know why I hated this one at first, I played it someway that
it the controls were very laggy and unreliable.
Well, grabbed it again after a long time, and played it the way it should be played: windowed mode, 640x480. Controls felt
much smoother this time and the switching colors gimmick finally became fun.
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